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Across

2. Something fortunant or expensive

6. a person or thing regarded as an infallible authority or guide on something.

9. skill or expertise in a particular activity or field.

12. Perceive or recognize

19. Someone important

20. lack of good sense; foolishness

23. the most worthless part or parts of something

24. a toy consisting of a light frame with thin material stretched over it, flown in 

the wind at the end of a long string.

25. an activity or domain in which a great deal of time or effort is expended

26. Forbidding or uninviting

28. a dry, dusty easterly or northeasterly wind on the West African coast, 

occurring from December to February.

29. Surprising or unbelievable

35. in an initial stage; beginning to happen or develop

36. assuming power or authority without justification; arrogant and 

domineering

37. Uncontrollable action

41. Excited or relieved

44. deserving contempt; despicable

46. looking exhausted and unwell, especially from fatigue, worry, or suffering

48. having or showing tenacity and grim persistence

49. Inducting feelings of worry or anxiety

50. Able to shown, to be right or to be reasonable

52. making great demands on one's skill, attention, or other resources

53. climb, move, or get in or out of something in an awkward and laborious way, 

typically using both hands and feet

54. Lacking in quantity and quality

55. having or showing confused and mutually inconsistent feelings.

56. Be about to happen

57. a strong and fast-moving stream of water or other liquid

58. A frenetically excited or energetic manner

59. expressing or feeling sincere regret and remorse; remorseful

60. given to sudden and unaccountable changes of mood or behavior

61. in an intensely deep or bright manner.

Down

1. Decieved, tricked or persuaded

3. an officer who makes public announcements in a court of justice

4. Well meaning and kindly

5. involving or requiring strenuous effort; difficult and tiring.

7. Affect someone powerfully or suddenly

8. something resembling a plant tendril, especially a slender curl or ringlet of 

hair.

10. Hard, harsh or severe

11. Being hesitant or unconfident

13. Abomination

14. 1. in a way that is uncertain, indefinite, or unclear; roughly

15. the quality of being characterized by vigorous activity and progress

16. having or showing a wish to do evil to others.

17. a final demand or statement of terms, the rejection of which will result in 

retaliation or a breakdown in relations

18. skilled at gaining an advantage, especially deceitfully

21. having great power, influence, or effect.

22. abrupt in manner; blunt; rough:

27. Style of clothing or an opiniated look

30. a person sent on a special mission, usually as a diplomatic representative

31. a cup-shaped receptacle made of hard material, in which ingredients are 

crushed or ground, used especially in cooking or pharmacy

32. to assert the contrary or opposite of; deny directly and categorically

33. Make amends or reparation

34. Unwilling and hesitant

38. not having or showing foresight; spendthrift or thoughtless.

39. Separated from or existing without a body

40. The action of saying farewell

42. amusement, especially as expressed in laughter.

43. a rounded swelling or protuberant part.

45. produce a quavering or warbling sound.

47. wrongly or inappropriately

51. feel deep respect or admiration for


